Farmers from the Bolivian Altiplano have managed to combine their knowledge with scientific data to make better decisions in agricultura
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What information are producers producing?
Can we ensure that producers receive forecast and warning information so that they can make better decisions?
Can we strengthen the agro-climatic information system
for communities through local climate services?
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•
•
•
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People’s knowledge about the
behavior of animals, plants,
stars and weather conditions
helps them to predict the
possible behavior of rainfall
and frost/hail flows several
months in advance and thus
plan measures to produce
with less risk of losses.
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2. Short-term forecasts: Based on weather stations and free platforms

Understanding of information needs
•
•

1. Seasonal or long-term agricultural forecasts
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In order to carry
out agricultural
work, in time
and space, it
is necessary
to know the
behavior of the
weather at least
in the following
days.

This week
there will be
rain frost?

I want to
optimize my
time

Application
of preventive
measures

Forecast information is more accurate and
helps farmers to plan daily activities and
improve the use of their time.

3. The “Pachagrama” and participatory monitoring of climate variability
Global and national
discourses talk
about the impacts of
climate change and
that these negatively
affect production
systems, but how do
you get the evidence?

This year was
worse than
last year?

How can I
record to show
that the weather
is changing?

Developing
adaptive
innovations

The Pachagrama record corroborates
the trends of seasonal forecasts and
allows knowing the daily, monthly and
annual variability of rainfall, frost and
hailstorms linked to crop needs.

The Pachagrama register is a tool developed by
PROSUCO together with community leaders to
generate agroclimatic data by observation, from a
particular locality, on a daily, monthly and annual
basis.

